MORPHOMETRICS AND CLADISTICS: MEASURING PHYLOGENY IN THE SEA URCHIN ECHINOCARDIUM.
A phylogenetic approach to the study of evolutionary patterns is based on taxic homologies (synapomorphies). In contrast, the recognition of evolutionary processes (namely heterochronies) involves analysis of the entire morphology. Recent developments in geometric morphometry permit analysis of morphological similarities grounded in operational homologies. Such morphometric techniques are explored (1) at the level of evolutionary processes, and (2) as a complement in exploration of phylogenetic relationships. To examplify this, we perform a two-part study of the ontogeny and phylogeny of the spatangoid sea urchin Echinocardium. First, a phylogenetic analysis of ten Recent species in the genus is performed on 18 informative characters of the test. Second, morphological divergences among the species are analyzed using procrustean (superimposition) methods based on 49 homologous points. An additive distance tree is built from a matrix of morphometric distances among adult specimens. This tree is fully congruent with the phyletic results. Ontogenetic processes are explored by inserting ontogenetic series into the analysis. A distance tree including the juvenile stages shows that the general evolutionary trend of the genus is peramorphic, but species-to-species comparisons attest that no general clinal trend exists. Our analysis emphasizes the importance of morphometric approaches in evolutionary studies (1) for the understanding of heterochronies; (2) to trace the morphological implications of phylogenetic patterns; and (3) to estimate the impact of homoplasies.